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STATEMENT FROM SENATOR CHRIS LARSON ON GOP LEADERS OPENING THE 

FLOODGATES FOR CORRUPTION, COLLUSION, AND CORPORATE CASH  
 

MADISON – The following is a statement from Senator Chris Larson on Republican leadership 

blowing open the doors for more political corruption in Wisconsin.  
 

“Late on an unusual Friday night session, Republican leaders were able to strong-arm enough votes 
to pass bills to politicize the Government Accountability Board and allow an avalanche of special 

interest money to flow to political parties; burying Wisconsin’s principles and values under a 
mountain of dark money.  
 

“Families across Wisconsin are facing another sleepless night, consumed with worries that their jobs 
may be the next ones to be shipped out of the state, that they are not going to be able to pay their 
mortgages next month because of their stagnant paychecks, and that their children aren’t getting the 

education they deserve because their schools are intentionally underfunded by state leaders that 
have given up on them. At the same time, Republicans controlling our state are hastily passing bills 
that do nothing to help end their sleepless nights. 
 

“At a time when our state has the fastest shrinking middle class in the nation; where the economic 
recovery still hasn't reached our neighbors who need it most, and where our education has been 
severely underfunded at every level, the priority of Wisconsin leaders should be on tackling these 

problems head-on. Unfortunately, instead of fixing the job crisis in our state that is truly worthy of an 
extraordinary session, the Republicans in power chose to force through bills that shred the fabric of 
Wisconsin’s nationally recognized model of good, clean government.  
 

“It is unconscionable that Republicans would want to further suppress the voice of Wisconsinites by 
allowing the wealthiest 1% and special interest influences to poison our political system. It defies 
logic to replace a diligent and respected group of nonpartisan judges with a partisan group who will 

be focused on political gain rather than faithfully enforcing state law and regulating ethical standards 
in public office. Passing these bills is a betrayal of our longstanding Wisconsin values and retreats 
back to a failed system that was plagued with corruption and scandal. It’s like giving the fox the key 

to the hen house along with a recipe for chicken soup.  
 

“As the dark cloud of corruption that looms over our current administration continues to grow bigger 
and get darker, Wisconsin ought to be shedding light on this culture of corruption and collusion, 

rather than making it harder for public transparency and scrutiny.  
 

“Republicans are quick to bend over backwards for themselves and their billionaire buddies. 
However, they won’t lift a finger for the families in Wisconsin that continue to struggle due to 

Governor Walker and Republican boss’s misguided haste to make Wisconsin ‘Open for Corruption.’” 
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